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Introduction {#sec005}
============

Platelets have been increasingly recognized as having functional roles in the pathogenesis of cancer \[[@pone.0203625.ref001]\]. Platelets are activated by cancer cells through direct cellular contact or through the mediators released from cancer cells. The activated platelets in turn induces phenotypic changes of cancer cells such as metastasis and angiogenesis. Thus, functional status of platelets is a potential cancer biomarker.

Circulating platelets are heterogeneous in size and mean platelet volume (MPV) is the average volume of the circulating platelets. MPV is routinely reported as part of automated complete blood count. As younger platelets are larger and metabolically and enzymatically more active \[[@pone.0203625.ref002]\], increased MPV indicates increased platelet turnover and activity \[[@pone.0203625.ref003]\].

MPV is a simple indicator of the functional status of the platelets and high MPV is a prognostic factor in cardiovascular disease \[[@pone.0203625.ref004],[@pone.0203625.ref005]\]. MPV is also a biomarker for inflammatory diseases such as ankylosing spondylitis, rheumatoid arthritis and inflammatory bowel disease \[[@pone.0203625.ref006],[@pone.0203625.ref007]\].

The role of MPV in cancer is not fully understood. A recent systematic review of 18 studies showed that MPV is increased in patients with cancer other than lung cancer \[[@pone.0203625.ref008]\]. In lung cancer, however, the data are conflicting. Low MPV is associated with a shorter disease-free survival (DFS) and overall survival (OS) in patients with early stage non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) undergoing surgery \[[@pone.0203625.ref009]\]. It is also reported that MPV is decreased in advanced NSCLC and the decreased MPV/platelet count ratio is an unfavourable prognostic factor \[[@pone.0203625.ref010]\]. In contrast, another study shows that MPV is increased in advanced NSCLC and high MPV is associated with worse prognosis \[[@pone.0203625.ref011]\]. These studies analysed unselected NSCLC patients and the conflicting results may be due in part to the heterogeneity of NSCLC, with different somatic mutations \[[@pone.0203625.ref012]\].

No report has described the role of MPV in patients undergoing molecular targeted therapy in any type of cancer and EGFR mutation is the most common targetable oncogenic driver in NSCLC \[[@pone.0203625.ref012]\]. Interestingly, circulating platelets contain growth factors and cytokines that have been shown to induce resistance to EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor (EGFR-TKI). Platelets contain HGF \[[@pone.0203625.ref013]\] and TGF-β \[[@pone.0203625.ref014]\] and these molecules can induce resistance to EGFR-TKI through the activation of bypass signalling pathway \[[@pone.0203625.ref015]\] or the induction of epithelial to mesenchymal transition \[[@pone.0203625.ref016]\], respectively. Therefore, the present study focused on the role of MPV in EGFR mutation positive lung adenocarcinoma who received EGFR-TKI.

In addition to MPV, we examined lymphocyte-to-monocyte ratio (LMR) as another parameter of automated complete blood count. Decreased LMR is reported as a poor prognostic factor in several malignancies including EGFR-mutant NSCLC receiving EGFR-TKIs \[[@pone.0203625.ref017]\]. Within the tumor microenvironment, cytotoxic T lymphocytes play important roles in immune response against cancer and macrophages originating from the circulating monocytes are associated with tumor progression \[[@pone.0203625.ref018]\]. LMR is a potential biomarker of tumor microenvironment and host immunity. We investigated the impact of MPV and LMR on the prognosis of EGFR-mutant lung adenocarcinoma treated with EGFR-TKI.

Materials and methods {#sec006}
=====================

Patient cohort {#sec007}
--------------

We retrospectively reviewed all the advanced or recurrent NSCLC patients with common EGFR mutation (either L858R point mutation or exon 19 deletion) treated with EGFR-TKI between 2008 and 2017 at the University of Tokyo hospital. Patients with active infection, systemic corticosteroids, or haematological malignancy were excluded because these conditions might affect the values of haematological laboratory data. The patients with *de novo* T790M mutation (mechanism of TKI resistance), histology other than adenocarcinoma and early (within two months) discontinuation of TKI due to adverse events were also excluded. In this retrospective study, all data were fully anonymized before we accessed them. The study was approved by the institutional review board of the University of Tokyo hospital (approval number: 2739--5) and the need for informed consent was waived because of the retrospective and non-interventional design of the study.

Data extraction {#sec008}
---------------

The following variables were extracted: haematological data (MPV, LMR, lymphocyte count, monocyte count, and platelet count), Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status (ECOG PS), age, EGFR mutation (L858R or exon 19 deletion), Glasgow Prognostic Score (GPS), smoking, treatment line, metastatic lesions at the time of initiation of TKI, prior therapy such as surgery or radiotherapy, and the choice of TKI (gefitinib, erlotinib, or afatinib). GPS is an inflammation-based cancer prognostic factor, and was calculated from the values of C-reactive protein (CRP) and albumin as described in the literature \[[@pone.0203625.ref019]\]. Patients with both hypoalbuminemia and increased CRP were allocated a score of 2, patients with either hypoalbuminemia or increased CRP were allocated a score of 1, and patients with neither were allocated a score of 0. All laboratory data were obtained at a single laboratory within one month (usually within one week) before starting TKI therapy. Blood samples were taken in the presence of EDTA-K2 (ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid) and automated complete blood count was performed using the Sysmex XE or XN analyser (Sysmex, Kobe, Japan). LMR was calculated by dividing the lymphocyte count by the monocyte count.

Statistical analysis {#sec009}
--------------------

We applied the previously described Cutoff Finder algorithm \[[@pone.0203625.ref020]\] to determine the optimal cut-off points of MPV and LMR that best predicted progression free survival (PFS) of EGFR-TKI. Cutoff finder is a web-based application programmed in R (<http://molpath.charite.de/cutoff>). In this application, continuous variables such as MPV and LMR were dichotomized at each possible cut-off points and Cox's proportional hazards regression models were applied to the dichotomized variable and survival data. Survival analysis is performed using the R package "survival" and the optimal cut-off point is defined as the point with the most significant (log-rank test) split.

The primary endpoint was PFS calculated from the date of the TKI start to documented disease progression or death from any cause. The secondary endpoint was overall survival (OS) calculated from the date of the TKI start to death from any cause. PFS and OS were estimated using the Kaplan-Meier method and were compared by the log-rank test. Prognostic factors for PFS and OS were assessed by the Cox's proportional hazards regression model.

The multivariate Cox's proportional hazards regression model was validated using two-step bootstrap procedures \[[@pone.0203625.ref021]\]. In the first step, 300 bootstrap samples were generated randomly with replacement from the study population to validate variable selection. A stepwise procedure was applied to each sample using a significance level of 0.15 for entering and removing explanatory variables. The factors that were selected in more than 50% of the models were considered significant. In the second step, 300 bootstrap samples were created to validate the hazard ratio (HR) estimate of the Cox' proportional hazards regression model. For each bootstrap sample, we performed multivariate Cox's proportional hazard regression analysis using variables selected in the first step. The mean and the percentile 95% confidence interval (CI) of HR were computed from the 300 samples.

Finally, to analyse the impact of clinical parameters on MPV and LMR, comparisons between groups were performed using a Mann-Whitney U test or a Kruskal Wallis test for nonparametric variables and a Student's t test or an analysis of variance (ANOVA) for parametric variables. Statistical analyses were performed using the packages "stats", "survival", "My.stepwise" and "exactRankTests" in the R software (version 3.5.1). All tests were two-tailed and p values lower than 0.05 were regarded as statistically significant.

Results {#sec010}
=======

Patient characteristics {#sec011}
-----------------------

In the study period, 82 advanced or recurrent NSCLC patients with common EGFR mutation were treated with EGFR-TKI. Patients with active infection (n = 2), systemic corticosteroids (n = 2), haematological malignancy (n = 1), *de novo* T790M mutation (n = 1), histology other than adenocarcinoma (pleomorphic carcinoma, n = 1), and early discontinuation of TKI due to adverse events (n = 3) were excluded from the analysis, and a total of 72 patients were included in the analysis. Of the 72 cases, 52 had advanced disease not suitable for surgery or radiotherapy and the remaining 20 were recurrent cases after surgery or stereotactic radiotherapy (SRT). Most (n = 67) of the patients received TKI as first line therapy. The mean time (± standard deviation) from the acquisition of the laboratory data to TKI start was 2.7 ± 4.5 days. The maximum and minimum values of MPV were 8.4 and 12.4 fl respectively and most (n = 68) of the patients had MPV values within the institutional reference range (6.5--11.7 fl). The detailed clinical characteristics of the 72 patients are shown in [Table 1](#pone.0203625.t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0203625.t001

###### Patient characteristics.

![](pone.0203625.t001){#pone.0203625.t001g}

  Variables                                                                                                                       N        \%
  ------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- -------- ----
  Age years                                              Median                                                                   69       
                                                         Range                                                                    35--86   
                                                         \<75                                                                     50       69
                                                         ≥75                                                                      22       31
  Gender                                                 Female                                                                   41       57
                                                         Male                                                                     31       43
  ECOG PS [\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}          0                                                                        27       38
                                                         1                                                                        31       43
                                                         2                                                                        8        11
                                                         3                                                                        5        7
                                                         not available                                                            1        1
  Smoking                                                Never                                                                    38       53
                                                         Ever                                                                     34       47
  EGFR mutation                                          L858R                                                                    36       50
                                                         Exon19 deletion                                                          36       50
  Treatment line                                         First line TKI[\*\*](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                    67       93
                                                         TKI after chemotherapy                                              5    7        
  Metastasis [\*\*\*](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   Lymph node metastasis                                               38   53       
                                                         Pleural effusion                                                         28       39
                                                         Bone metastasis                                                          27       38
                                                         Brain metastasis                                                         16       22
  Stage [\*\*\*\*](#t001fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}      IIIA, not suitable for radiation or surgery                         2    3        
                                                         IIIB                                                                     2        3
                                                         IV                                                                       48       66
                                                         Recurrence after surgery                                            18   25       
                                                         Recurrence after SRT[\*\*\*\*\*](#t001fn005){ref-type="table-fn"}   2    3        

\* Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status

\*\* Tyrosine kinase inhibitor

\*\*\* site(s) of metastatic spread at the time of initiation of TKI

\*\*\*\* 7th edition of TNM staging of lung cancer

\*\*\*\*\* Stereotactic radiotherapy

Using the previously described Cutoff Finder algorithm \[[@pone.0203625.ref020]\], the optimal cut-off points for MPV and LMR that best predicted the PFS were calculated to be 10.25 and 2.784, respectively (Parts A and B of [S1 Fig](#pone.0203625.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As these values were equivalent to defining MPV ≥ 10.3 and LMR ≤ 2.8 as risk factors for shorter PFS in our dataset, we determined the cut-off points for MPV and LMR as 10.3 and 2.8, respectively. The monocyte percentage was zero in one case and this case was classified as having high LMR. The distribution of the number of patients based on these cut-off values ([Table 2](#pone.0203625.t002){ref-type="table"}) indicates that MPV and LMR are independent biomarkers (p = 0.564, chi square test). The Cutoff Finder algorithm was also applied to determine whether there is an optimal cut-off point for platelet count that predicts PFS, but none of the possible cut-off values achieved statistical significance (Part C of [S1 Fig](#pone.0203625.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0203625.t002

###### Distribution of the number of patients.

![](pone.0203625.t002){#pone.0203625.t002g}

                        LMR                  
  --------------------- --------- --------- ----------
  **MPV**                                   
      high(≥10.3), N    12        22        34 (47)
      low (\<10.3), N   11        27        38 (53)
  sum, N (%)            23 (32)   49 (68)   72 (100)

p = 0.564 (chi square test)

Survival analysis {#sec012}
-----------------

The median length of follow-up (Kaplan-Meier estimate) for PFS was 25.8 months (95% CI, 22.1-NA months). A total of 56 events out of 72 patients (77% of the patients) were observed during the follow-up period and the median PFS in all patients was 9.9 months (95% CI, 8.6--13.5 months). Univariate analysis using the Cox's proportional hazards regression model showed that high MPV, low LMR, lymph node metastasis, and pleural effusion were significantly associated with shorter PFS ([S1 Table](#pone.0203625.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the multivariate analysis using these four variables, high MPV, low LMR, and pleural effusion were significant predictors for shorter PFS ([S1 Table](#pone.0203625.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The prognostic impact of high MPV, low LMR, lymph node metastasis, and pleural effusion were also confirmed using log-rank test ([Fig 1A--1D](#pone.0203625.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The median PFS was 14.7 (95% CI, 9.7--19.6) and 8.2 (95% CI, 6.8--12.3) months in MPV low and high groups, respectively. The median PFS was 13.5 (95% CI, 9.9--18.3) and 6.2 (95% CI, 4.5--9.8) months in LMR high and low groups, respectively. These four factors were also prognostic in the subset of patients (n = 67) receiving TKI as first line therapy ([Fig 1E--1H](#pone.0203625.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Kaplan-Meier analysis of PFS.\
(A-D) Kaplan-Meier curves for PFS in EGFR mutant lung adenocarcinoma treated with EGFR-TKI. (E-H) Kaplan-Meier curves for PFS in EGFR mutant lung adenocarcinoma receiving EGFR-TKI as first line therapy.](pone.0203625.g001){#pone.0203625.g001}

OS was calculated in the subset of patients receiving TKI as first line therapy (n = 67), but the median OS was not reached due to high censoring rate. Univariate analysis using Cox's proportional hazards regression model showed that low LMR, poor PS, L858R mutation, and smoking history were significantly associated with shorter OS ([S2 Table](#pone.0203625.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Multivariate analysis using these four factors showed poor PS and smoking history as significant predictors for shorter OS ([S2 Table](#pone.0203625.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The prognostic impact of low LMR, poor PS, L858R mutation, and smoking history were also confirmed using log-rank test ([Fig 2](#pone.0203625.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Kaplan-Meier analysis of OS.\
Kaplan-Meier curves for OS in in EGFR mutant lung adenocarcinoma receiving EGFR-TKI as first line therapy.](pone.0203625.g002){#pone.0203625.g002}

Bootstrap validation {#sec013}
--------------------

As the number of patients was small (n = 72), the prognostic impact of MPV and LMR on PFS was validated using two-step bootstrap procedures. In the first step, the stepwise Cox's proportional hazards regression model was employed with each of the 300 random bootstrap samples of the same size (n = 72) drawn with replacement. The frequency of each variables to be selected in the stepwise model was calculated using 300 bootstrap samples (Part A of [S3 Table](#pone.0203625.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). GPS was not included as a covariate because GPS data were not available in eight cases. As shown in Part A of [S3 Table](#pone.0203625.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, four variables (LMR, MPV, poor PS and pleural effusion) were selected in more than 50% of the models. In the multivariate analysis using these four variables, all of them were significant predictors for shorter PFS (Part B of [S3 Table](#pone.0203625.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In the second step, 300 bootstrap samples of the same size (n = 72) drawn with replacement were generated to validate the HR estimate of the regression model. For each bootstrap sample, we applied the Cox's proportional hazards regression model using these four variables. The mean and the percentile 95% confidence interval (CI) of HRs calculated from the 300 samples (Part C of [S3 Table](#pone.0203625.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) indicated that MPV and LMR were significant predictors for shorter PFS.

Correlation of MPV and LMR with clinical parameters {#sec014}
---------------------------------------------------

We analysed how the values of MPV and LMR differ according to clinical parameters ([S4](#pone.0203625.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5](#pone.0203625.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables). LMR was significantly decreased in patients with lymph node metastasis or bone metastasis ([Fig 3A and 3B](#pone.0203625.g003){ref-type="fig"}). This difference reflected decreased lymphocyte percentage in these patients ([Fig 3C and 3D](#pone.0203625.g003){ref-type="fig"}) and no difference in monocyte percentage was detected ([Fig 3E and 3F](#pone.0203625.g003){ref-type="fig"}). MPV was not associated with metastasis but was significantly increased in patients with smoking history ([Fig 3G](#pone.0203625.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

![Association of LMR and MPV with metastasis and smoking.\
(A-F) LMR, lymphocyte percentage (LYM), and monocyte percentage (Mono) according to lymph node and bone metastasis. (G) MPV according to smoking history. As the monocyte percentage was zero in one case, this case was excluded from the analysis of LMR. Each boxplot indicates interquartile range (box), median (horizontal line), mean (diamond), minimum and maximum values within 1.5 times the interquartile range (whiskers), and outliers (points). Statistical comparisons between groups were performed using a Mann-Whitney U test for nonparametric variables (B, E) and a Student's t test for parametric variables (A, C, D, F, and G). \* p\<0.05, \*\* p\<0.01.](pone.0203625.g003){#pone.0203625.g003}

We also investigated the impact of GPS, an inflammation-based cancer prognostic factor calculated from the values of CRP and albumin, on MPV and LMR ([Fig 4](#pone.0203625.g004){ref-type="fig"}). There was a significant relation between LMR and GPS ([Fig 4A](#pone.0203625.g004){ref-type="fig"}), and LMR was significantly decreased in patients with hypoalbuminemia or increased CRP ([Fig 4B and 4C](#pone.0203625.g004){ref-type="fig"}). This relationship was due to increased monocyte percentage in patients with hypoalbuminemia or increased CRP ([Fig 4D--4F](#pone.0203625.g004){ref-type="fig"}), and no difference was detected in lymphocyte percentage ([Fig 4G--4I](#pone.0203625.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, MPV was not associated with GPS, hypoalbuminemia or increased CRP ([Fig 4J--4L](#pone.0203625.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Association of LMR with Glasgow Prognostic score (GPS).\
LMR, lymphocyte percentage (LYM), and monocyte percentage (Mono) according to GPS. Boxplots are shown as in [Fig 3](#pone.0203625.g003){ref-type="fig"}. Statistical comparisons between groups were performed using a Mann-Whitney U test or a Kruskal Wallis test for nonparametric variables (A-D) and a Student's t test or an analysis of variance (ANOVA) for parametric variables (E-L). \* p\<0.05, \*\* p\<0.01.](pone.0203625.g004){#pone.0203625.g004}

Having confirmed that MPV was significantly increased in patients with smoking history, we performed a subgroup analysis of PFS stratified by smoking history. Although statistically not significant, patients with high MPV tended to have shorter PFS in both ever-smokers and never smokers ([Fig 5A and 5C](#pone.0203625.g005){ref-type="fig"}). In never smokers receiving TKI as first line therapy, high MPV was significantly associated with shorter PFS ([Fig 5D](#pone.0203625.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Kaplan-Meier analysis of PFS stratified by smoking history.\
Kaplan-Meier curves for PFS in EGFR mutant lung adenocarcinoma treated with EGFR-TKI in ever-smoker patients (A, B), and never smoker patients (C, D).](pone.0203625.g005){#pone.0203625.g005}

MPV decreases during TKI therapy {#sec015}
--------------------------------

The changes of MPV and LMR values in response to TKI therapy were analysed. We compared the values of MPV and LMR before TKI therapy with those after one month of TKI therapy. The comparison of MPV and LMR were available in 70 and 68 cases, respectively. MPV was significantly decreased after TKI therapy ([Fig 6A](#pone.0203625.g006){ref-type="fig"}) and the mean difference between pre-treatment and post-treatment was 0.51 (95% CI 0.38--0.63, p \< 0.001, paired t test). In contrast, no significant difference between pre-treatment and post-treatment was detected in LMR ([Fig 6B](#pone.0203625.g006){ref-type="fig"}, p = 0.33, paired t test). We compared the PFS of patients whose MPV increased after one month of TKI therapy with the remaining patients, and no difference was detected ([Fig 6C](#pone.0203625.g006){ref-type="fig"}).

![MPV and LMR before and after EGFR-TKI.\
(A, B) Comparison of MPV and LMR before TKI therapy with those after one month of TKI therapy. (C) Kaplan-Meier curves for PFS according to the trend of MPV.](pone.0203625.g006){#pone.0203625.g006}

Discussion {#sec016}
==========

The present study demonstrated that high MPV, low LMR and pleural effusion were independent predictors for shorter PFS in EGFR-mutant lung adenocarcinoma treated with EGFR-TKI. Although paraneoplastic thrombocytosis is reported to be poor prognostic factor in many types of cancer including lung cancer \[[@pone.0203625.ref022],[@pone.0203625.ref023]\], platelet count was not prognostic in EGFR-mutant lung adenocarcinoma treated with EGFR-TKI. MPV and LMR are measured as part of routine laboratory test and they can be utilized with no additional costs to predict the outcome of EGFR-TKI therapy. The prognostic role of LMR in EGFR-mutant NSCLC has been described in the literature \[[@pone.0203625.ref017]\]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report describing the prognostic role of MPV in EGFR-mutant NSCLC treated with EGFR-TKI.

We also showed that low LMR was associated with metastasis (lymph node and bone metastasis), malnutrition (hypoalbuminemia) and increased CRP. Therefore, the prognostic impact of LMR may be due to the confounding effect of metastasis, malnutrition and inflammation. In contrast, MPV was not associated with metastasis, malnutrition, or increased CRP, but was significantly increased in patients with smoking history. Since a meta-analysis has demonstrated that smoking is associated with shorter PFS and OS in patients receiving EGFR-TKI \[[@pone.0203625.ref024]\], we performed a subgroup analysis of PFS stratified by smoking history. Patients with high MPV tended to have shorter PFS in both smokers and non-smokers, and high MPV was significantly associated with shorter PFS in never smokers receiving TKI as first line therapy, suggesting that the prognostic impact of MPV is not the result of confounding effect of smoking.

The values of MPV was significantly decreased after one month of TKI therapy. It is not clear whether EGFR-TKI has a previously undescribed direct effect on platelets or the activation signal from cancer cells to platelets is decreased as a result of reduced tumor burden after EGFR-TKI. Further study is required to evaluate the change of MPV during treatment and its clinical implications.

There is a growing body of evidence that supports the role of platelets in cancer metastasis, escape from immune surveillance, and angiogenesis \[[@pone.0203625.ref001]\]. However, little is known whether platelets regulate the response to anti-cancer drugs, including cytotoxic chemotherapy, molecular targeted therapy, and immunotherapy. As for cytotoxic chemotherapy, the coculture of ovarian or colon cancer cells with platelets induced resistance to 5-fluorouracil and taxanes \[[@pone.0203625.ref025],[@pone.0203625.ref026]\]. High MPV is associated with poor response to cytotoxic chemotherapy in advanced gastric cancer \[[@pone.0203625.ref027]\], suggesting that platelets induce resistance to cytotoxic chemotherapy. A recent study also demonstrated that platelets subvert T cell immunity against cancer in mouse \[[@pone.0203625.ref028]\] and it would be interesting to study whether platelet marker serves as a predictive marker in cancer immunotherapy. As platelets contain growth factors and cytokines such as HGF \[[@pone.0203625.ref013]\] and TGF-β \[[@pone.0203625.ref014]\] that have been shown to induce resistance to EGFR-TKI \[[@pone.0203625.ref015],[@pone.0203625.ref016]\], further studies are required to clarify the role of platelets in EGFR-TKI resistance.

Our study has limitations. First, the cut-off point of MPV in the current study can be applied only when using Sysmex analysers, because haematological analysers from different constructors (Beckman Coulter, Siemens, and Sysmex) reportedly yield different MPV values \[[@pone.0203625.ref029]\]. Second, the high censoring rate at the end of the follow-up hampered accurate estimation of OS. Third, the study was retrospective with small number of patients and a prospective study including more patients is required to validate the results.

Conclusions {#sec017}
===========

MPV and LMR were independent predictors for shorter PFS in EGFR-mutant lung adenocarcinoma treated with EGFR-TKI. Our results suggest a novel mechanism of EGFR-TKI resistance which is associated with the functional status of platelets. Future studies are warranted to unravel the causal link between EGFR-TKI sensitivity and platelets.

Supporting information {#sec018}
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###### Determination of the optimal cut-off points using Cutoff Finder algorithm.

Hazard ratio (HR) for PFS with 95% CI is plotted in dependence of MPV (A), LMR (B) and platelet count (C). The distribution of each case is shown as rug plot at the bottom of the figure. A vertical line designates the cut-off point showing the most significant correlation with PFS.
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###### Bootstrap validation of multivariate Cox's proportional hazards regression model for PFS.
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###### MPV values according to clinical parameters.
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